Welcome to the new CESSDA newsletter! You are receiving this because you signed up to receive news from CESSDA. We cover data training, events, news & resources to help researchers, data professionals and policy makers. If you no longer wish to receive news from us, you can unsubscribe in the footer.

In the spotlight

Tour of CESSDA — SND — Swedish National Data Service

This series of articles highlight each of CESSDA’s national service providers one at a time. We visit our Swedish archive in Gothenburg to soak up the first spring sunbeams.

Not sure about what counts as metadata? Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered!

In this CESSDA video, Dr. Alex Jedinger reviews metadata basics and explains what it is all about. Watch and share!
Webinar: The Twitter Timeline
20 April 2021

Digital Preservation Workflows Webinar Series and COW-a-thon event
21 April 2021

Webinar: TRIPLE training event on Open Research Europe
21 April 2021

Webinar: FAIRification STEP 3 – generic metadata standards
29 April 2021

Workshop: SSHOC Open Science and Research Data Management Train-the-Trainer Bootcamp
10 May 2021

Webinar: The ESFRI Clusters at RDA House of Commons (registrations open)
19 April 2021

RDA 17th Plenary Meeting (registrations open)
20-22 April 2021

TRIPLE ThatCamp #1: Discovering Discovery (registrations open)
11 May 2021

Unbroken Records: A briefing day on Digital Preservation and EDRMS (registrations open)
20 May 2021

FAIR Festival 2021 (registrations open)
21-23 June 2021

International Conference on ICT Social Sciences and Humanities 2021 (registrations open until 20 June)
28-30 June 2021

News
Get in touch if you have any news that you would like us to share!

Tour of CESSDA — SND — Swedish National Data Service
14 April 2021

This series of articles highlight each of CESSDA’s national service providers one at a time. We visit our Swedish archive in Gothenburg to soak up the first spring sunbeams.

COVID-19 study Wave 7 data available
31 March 2021
The latest data from the Understanding Society COVID-19 survey can now be downloaded.

16 March 2021

**Innovative models of bibliodiversity in scholarly publications**

The panel focussed on the innovative models related to multilingualism and bibliodiversity in SSH.

---

**Funding and international collaboration**

**Call for applicants: DPC grants for IST Archiving 2021 Online Conference**

The DPC is pleased to offer two Career Development Fund scholarship grants for members to attend the Society for Imaging Science and Technology Archiving 2021 Conference in June.

**ERC Consolidator Grants**

Are you a scientist who wants to consolidate your independence by establishing a research team and continuing to develop a success career in Europe?

---

**Resources**

Visit the CESSDA community on [Zenodo](https://zenodo.org) and our Resource Directory on [Zotero](https://www.zotero.org).

- [Introduction to metadata initiatives of interest to CESSDA and Service Providers](#)
- [Professionalising data stewardship in the Netherlands](#)
- [FAIR Forever? Long Term Data Preservation Roles and Responsibilities, Final Report](#)
- [Report on basic framework on FAIRness of services](#)
- [CESSDA Data Day 2021 - Social Science Data Archives in Poland (slides)](#)
- [Second EOSC-Nordic Policy Workshop: Nordic and Baltic collaboration as EOSC enabler (slides and recording)](#)
- [Starting a career in data (slides and recording)](#)

---

**Vacancies**

Do you have a vacancy at your institution that you wish to share?

- [Post Information (FORS)](#) (deadline 20 April)
- [Research Associate (PostDoc) as Data Collection and Data Protection Coordinator (GESIS)](#)